
Barriers to students 

reaching their full potential

Not having the right skills yet

Not having the ability to 

demonstrate those skills yet

Not being self aware

Lack of motivation, ambition 

and direction

 1) Fear of failure

2) Low self esteem / 

confidence

3) Lack of faith in one’s 

abilities

4) Complacency

Lack of supportive 

environment from schools, 

parents and friends

Not understanding the 

opportunities out there

Understanding and developing skills required in the work place:

1)  Communication skills, both written and oral

2) Adaptability

3) Using initiative

4) Analysing information

5) Being curious and imaginative

6) Being organised

7) Problem solving skills

Having the right qualifications

Being able to demonstrate skills in a well designed CV

Being able to communicate examples demonstrating skills during the interview process

Having had the opportunities and experiences required to demonstrate those skills i.e. work experience 

Having an understanding of how skills gained at school can be transferred to the work place

Being able to develop a strategy of how to move from now to where they want to be

Knowing what opportunities exist

Understanding where strengths lie and utilising those strengths in their career choice

Understanding development area’s  and demonstrating actions taken to improve in those areas

Developing confident individuals

What the “Unlocking Potential” initiative will provide to assist in 

breaking the barriers?

Workshop idea 1) 

PwC/GCS providing a presentation on the skills required in the 

workplace and transferability of those skills from school activities 

Workshop idea 2) 

PwC/GCS to provide workshops on the following:

CV presentation 

Interview techniques

PwC/GCS sponsoring The Big Picture – motivational speaker

PwC/GCS sponsoring The Big Picture – motivational speaker

PwC/GCS sponsoring The Big Picture – motivational speaker

Workshop idea 3) 

PwC/GCS to provide a presentation to give an overview of what the 

key f/s industries in Guernsey do and what opportunities there are for 

school leavers and graduates.

What is needed to break the barriers

Setting attainable goals

Providing opportunities to meet their needs

To attend the careers show

Empowering influential individuals with knowledge that they can pass onto students

To provide support if student fail – how can they learn from their mistakes and improve for next time

To review Guernsey careers websites and other information

Teacher placements at PwC

PwC speakers at the breakfast briefing can also present directly to 

students as role models

Barriers

Ensuring successful learners – enthusiastic and motivated, having a determination to reach high standards

To provide support if students fail – how can they learn from their mistakes and improve for next time

Understanding their own limitations and have realistic expectations

Ensuring students have realistic expectations of qualifications required for their chosen career.
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